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What Counts as Outcomes? 
Community Perspectives of an Engineering Partnership
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This study explored the perspectives of community organization representatives and community residents
about a partnership between a College of Engineering and a rural municipality in Nicaragua. The intended
community outcomes described by university participants during interviews corresponded with tangible pro-
ject outcomes, such as access to clean drinking water and electricity as well as improved access to healthcare
services. However, the community participants also described the following community outcomes: confianza,
sense of pride, and consciencia. Comments about using the community as a laboratory illuminate how cat-
egorizing outcomes as positive or negative represents an oversimplification and draw attention to the impor-
tance of community participation in various ways including data analysis. Findings are analyzed using
Fraser’s framework for social justice and provide a model for enacting global service-learning partnerships
with the potential to advance social justice. 

ticular focus on community voices because they have
received limited attention in service-learning (SL)
research (Stoecker & Tryon, 2009). This study incor-
porated the voices of community organization repre-
sentatives and community residents to explore this
question: From the community’s perspectives, what
are the outcomes in Waslala of the projects and part-
nership with the CoE? The findings described here
demonstrate how an intentional focus on the commu-
nity’s perspectives leads to a broader conceptualiza-
tion of outcomes in GSL and highlights more
nuanced views of how communities perceive and
understand outcomes in partnerships. The communi-
ty’s perspectives and participation in analyzing the
findings drew attention to the importance of partici-
pation to achieve socially just GSL partnerships. 

After discussing the general problems related to
international development work that global service-
learning efforts seek to avoid and a relevant literature
review, I examine the outcomes described by the
community participants that go far beyond the tangi-
ble project outcomes identified by the university par-
ticipants. Next, I show how a participatory analysis
process demonstrated how categorizing outcomes as
positive or negative represents an oversimplification
of how communities perceive and understand out-
comes in GSL partnerships. Finally, I explore how
Fraser’s framework of social justice is a useful tool to
analyze GSL partnerships.

The Problem

Engineering-for-development1 initiatives are in-
creasing dramatically (Nieusma & Riley, 2010). Many
universities now work in development projects abroad

Sitting next to a fork in the dirt road in a remote
area of Nicaragua, I suddenly had that feeling
sink in – I was really in the middle of “nowhere.”
There were a few huts in view, but there was no
electricity or means of communication – no
phone lines or even a two-way radio to town. Our
truck had just broken down and the local parish
priest hitched a ride back to town to buy a new
part and just told our group to hang tight and
wait until he returned. As we sat there, a commu-
nity resident approached us. I responded to a few
of his questions about where we were from and
what we were doing. I struggled with my some-
what limited Spanish, but I did grasp his last
statement…something to the effect of “you
killed my family,” which he muttered as he
turned and walked away. 

In those few words, this gentleman captured much
of the history of the relationship between the U.S. and
Nicaragua as experienced by families in the moun-
tains of Waslala, Nicaragua. After that trip in 2002,
one of my friends and I created Water for Waslala
(WfW), a non-governmental organization working to
ensure access to clean drinking water. Since 2004, we
have worked in partnership with Villanova
University’s College of Engineering (CoE), which
has sent over 200 engineering students and faculty
members to visit Waslala. The Director of
Engineering Service for the CoE identified this as a
“successful partnership” (J. Ermilio, personal com-
munication, February 23, 2012). 

This study was part of a larger project that
explored stakeholders’ perspectives about this global
service-learning (GSL) partnership and its accompa-
nying projects (Reynolds, Forthcoming), with a par-
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and manage their own programs (for example,
Engineering Programs in Community Service2), and
there are now numerous engineering organizations
doing development work (e.g., Engineers without
Borders3, Engineers for a Sustainable World4, and
Engineering World Health5). These university pro-
grams and engineering-for-development organizations
directly involve engineering students, young profes-
sionals, and faculty members in international develop-
ment initiatives and projects on the ground in countries
around the world. The history of engineering-for-devel-
opment, similar to international development more
broadly, contains many examples of failed and unsus-
tainable projects (Engineers without Borders, 2009). 

Crabtree (2008) argues that international service-
learning (ISL) often engages students in development
work – education or health interventions such as
building a school or a water system – and, therefore,
needs to incorporate understanding of the history of
development and “consider participatory develop-
ment theories, models, and strategies” (p. 24). As a
result of numerous criticisms of traditional models of
development focused on development for other coun-
tries, communities, and people by outside “experts”
(Easterly, 2013; Escobar, 1995), alternative models
have emerged that are more participatory and com-
munity-driven such as asset-based community devel-
opment (Kretzman & McKnight, 1993) and participa-
tory rural appraisal (Chambers, 1997). Given the tor-
mented history of development projects around the
globe (Carr, 2011; Easterly) and the fact that GSL
often engages students in development interventions
(Crabtree, 2008), it is critically important to explore
the impact of GSL projects and partnerships not only
on student learning, which has received ample atten-
tion, but also on the host communities.

Literature Review

Existing SL research is focused primarily on stu-
dent learning outcomes (Camacho, 2004; Celio,
Durlak, & Dymnicki, 2011; Hartman, 2014a; Kiely,
2004; Plater, 2011) as opposed to community-level
concerns or outcomes (Crabtree, 2008; Cruz & Giles,
2000; Stoecker & Tryon, 2009). The SL research
focused on community perspectives reports positive
views of the students or the university (d’Arlach,
Sanchez, & Feuer, 2009; Hartman, 2014b; Miron &
Moley, 2006; Vernon & Ward, 1999); a variety of dif-
ferent community organization motivations for
involvement in SL including an emphasis on serving
as co-educators (Basinger & Bartholomew, 2006;
Bell & Carlson, 2009; Worrall, 2007); and satisfac-
tion with student volunteers, the project, and/or the
partnership (Basinger & Bartholomew; Edwards,
Mooney, & Heald, 2001; Ferrari & Worrall, 2000;

Gray, Ondaajte, Fricker, & Geschwind, 2000; Irie,
Daniel, Cheplick, & Phillips, 2010; Miron & Moley;
Schmidt & Robby, 2002). Studies document positive
outcomes for the community such as free labor, ener-
gy, individual attention for clients, improved func-
tionality, and even a decrease in the “town-gown”
divide (Irie et al.; Edwards et al.; Blouin & Perry,
2009; Schmidt & Robby; Vernon & Ward) in addi-
tion to numerous challenges and costs for the com-
munity organization related to time, student prepara-
tion, and communication (Blouin & Perry; Irie et al.;
Stoecker & Tyron; Vernon & Ward).

Although research is making progress in under-
standing the perspectives of the community about SL,
nearly all of the studies focus on domestic SL.
Scholarship focused on international host community
perspectives is emerging (Arends, 2014; Kiely &
Nielsen, 2002/2003; Larkin, 2013; Larsen, 2014;
Toms Smedley, 2014). However, such perspectives
remain limited as a result of additional challenges
related to language, distance, and the time and
resources required to spend abroad building trust and
gathering data (Crabtree, 2008; Cruz & Giles, 2000;
Hartman, 2014b; Larsen, 2014). Further, existing SL
scholarship focused on the community mostly incor-
porates the perspective of the community organization
or partner while omitting the voices and perspectives
of the community residents (for an exception, see
d’Arlach, Sanchez, & Feuer, 2009). Research focused
on community impact should include the wide range
of perspectives of those comprising the community –
participants, organization leaders, residents, and others
(Cuban & Anderson, 2007; Steinman, 2011). 

The term “community” is utilized in SL/GSL and
development literature with limited interrogation of
the complexities of power and difference inherent in
the term. In GSL, community can be location-based or
interest-oriented (Hartman, Kiely, Friedrichs, &
Boettcher, Forthcoming). In development, Cannon
(2014) concludes that community has simply come to
mean “where we work,” echoing the location-based
definition in SL/ GSL literature. Development litera-
ture cautions against definitions of “community” as
homogenous and draws attention to the complexity
and heterogeneity in any community. The develop-
ment literature’s definitions and critiques of the term
“community” focus on the heterogeneity of communi-
ties, the importance of power and history in communi-
ties and between communities and development
efforts, and the many different perspectives represent-
ed in a community (Andreotti, 2006; Cannon, 2004;
Carr, 2011; Christens & Speers, 2006; Cleaver, 1999;
Kapoor, 2004). This study aimed to explore a variety
of perspectives by Waslala community residents and
community organization representatives about the pro-
jects and partnership with Villanova University’s CoE. 
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participants are recognized as able to contribute in
important ways to a project. Unfortunately, many GSL
partnerships do not conform with this principle. For
example, SL/ GSL partnerships, housed in institutions
of higher education, often attribute different status to
different types of knowledge (Saltmarsh, Hartley, &
Clayton, 2009; Weerts & Sandmann, 2008), which
presents the opportunity for misrecognition if the part-
nership planning processes value the knowledge of
some stakeholders more than others (i.e., the universi-
ty’s over the community’s). Similar to traditional inter-
national development efforts where the outside
“expert” helps the recipient (Easterly, 2013), if the uni-
versity enters a community to teach the community
and share its expertise, then there is an implicit disac-
knowledgement of the knowledge in the community.
This misrecognition can be revealed in deficit lan-
guage used to refer to a community – “needy,” “disad-
vantaged,” or “underprivileged” (Brown, 2001).
Misrecognition inhibits parity of participation and
therefore hinders the pursuit of social justice. 

Representation

Representation highlights who counts and calls for
all actors to be able to participate as equals in all
phases of a project. While SL/GSL scholarship
acknowledges the importance of shared decision-
making in project planning (Kiely & Neilsen, 2002/
2003; Miron & Moley, 2006), there are also reports
about the ways in which university priorities often
drive decision-making (Larkin, 2013). For example,
a partnership planning process that takes place in uni-
versity conference rooms without community repre-
sentatives present precludes parity of participation
and therefore hinders the pursuit of social justice. 

Parity of participation can serve both as an indica-
tor of social justice and as a way to identify social
arrangements that need to be altered in order to pur-
sue social justice. To explore the extent to which a
SL/GSL partnership is socially just, one can examine
each of the three interconnected principles to identify
weak areas and interventions needed to encourage
conformity with the three principles and therefore
social justice. Fraser’s theory of social justice –
focused on participation as peers in social interaction
– guides my overall research question (focused on
community voices), methods (including the commu-
nity as data sources), and data analysis (including the
community in the interpretation of findings). 

Methods

This study emerged through my years of work in
Waslala, Nicaragua. My complex positionality – as
practitioner/researcher, insider/outsider – allowed me
to adopt a participatory orientation and create a

Theoretical Framework

Fraser (2009) proposed a framework for social jus-
tice based on parity of participation in which all par-
ties in a particular matter are able to participate as
peers in social interaction. Her framework includes a
politics of (a) redistribution, rooted in the economic
system, (b) recognition, connected to the cultural sys-
tem, and (c) representation, based in the political sys-
tem. For Fraser, these three aspects are interconnect-
ed, and separating any one from the others results in
an incomplete and diminished concept of justice.
Each principle is important for Fraser’s conception of
justice not as a goal but as a means that inhibits or
fosters participation as peers in social interaction.
The presence or absence of these three principles
helps to identify ways in which social arrangements
or structures affect parity of participation and the
pursuit of social justice. 

Fraser (2009) addresses the question of “who is
entitled to make justice claims on one another” (p.
17) and proposes the all-subjected principle, i.e., “all
those who are subject to a given governance struc-
ture” that “sets the ground rules that govern their
interaction” (p. 65). She specifically defines gover-
nance structures more broadly than state governance
and instead describes these structures as “encom-
passing relations to powers of various types” (p. 65).
In the case of GSL partnerships, the all-subjected
principle calls particular attention to the importance
of different voices and perspectives in partnerships –
not only that of the university but also that of the
community, including community residents as well
as community organization representatives. 

Redistribution

In SL/ GSL partnerships, redistribution relates to
the directing of university resources to local and
international communities. Fraser argues that redis-
tribution is important not as an end goal but instead
as a means to facilitate parity of participation.
Maldistribution occurs if different actors do not have
the requisite resources to fully participate as peers, as
when a community organization is heavily dependent
on university resources and fears university with-
drawal if concerns are shared with the university
(Hartman, 2014b; Larkin, 2013; Schroeder, Wood,
Galiardi, & Koehn, 2009). Maldistribution inhibits
parity of participation and therefore hinders the pur-
suit of social justice.

Recognition

While earlier conceptualizations of recognition
focused on group-specific identity, Fraser (2000)
argues for a status model of recognition focused on
social equality, i.e., where university and community
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unique investigation of this GSL partnership (Herr &
Anderson, 2005). The use of a qualitative case study
enabled the depth of understanding and a focus on
context called for in this study (Flyvbjerg, 2011; Yin,
2013), responded to challenges of cross-cultural
research inherent in GSL (Sutton, 2011), and encour-
aged a move away from a homogeneous understand-
ing of “community.” 

The history of civil war coupled with U.S. inter-
vention and natural disasters has left Nicaragua a
“multiply wounded, multiply traumatized, multiply
mourning country” (Cabrera, 2002). The location of
Nicaragua, and the resulting U.S. political and eco-
nomic interests in the region, led to a history marked
by recurring U.S. interventions (see Cupples, 2013).
Most recently during the Contra War, Nicaragua was
a divided country, though certain regions were more
adversely affected than others; Waslala was one of
the two municipalities most affected by the war
(Nespoli, 2005). 

Reaching Waslala from the Nicaraguan capital of
Managua requires a seven-hour journey over treach-
erous, muddy roads. Waslala has a population of
more than 62,000 inhabitants with a geographic dis-
tribution of 86% rural and 14% urban. The munici-
pality includes 12 neighborhoods in the town and 72
villages in rural areas (Municipalidad de Waslala,
2012). Reaching the rural villages from the town cen-
ter requires one to ten hours of travel including truck
rides over unpaved roads followed by horseback rides
or long hikes. Villages generally have no electricity,
running water, or means of communication to town. 

Participants

The participants for this study included 18 universi-
ty participants (3 university administrators, 3 faculty
members, and 12 students) and 26 community partic-
ipants (12 community organization representatives
and 14 community residents). The participants from
the community organizations represented the four
organizations that have worked with the CoE over the
past ten years – La Parroquia Inmaculada, WfW, the
Telehealth project, and the Ministry of Health. The
community organizations are all based in the main
town of Waslala while the projects are in the rural vil-
lages outside town. Participants included at least one
male and one female representative from each organi-
zation. All community organization representatives
had worked for multiple years with the Villanova CoE. 

The community residents lived in the three differ-
ent rural villages selected for this study according to
several criteria: (a) university visits occurred during
data collection to ensure recent interaction with stu-
dents, (b) at least a few years partnering with the CoE,
and (c) proximity to town. Since men tend to be more
vocal and more likely to occupy leadership roles in

villages, I made sure to include men and women as
community participants in each of the villages.

Procedures

I triangulated methods and data sources (partici-
pant observation, interviews, and document review)
and used member checking and participatory analy-
sis to pursue trustworthiness (Lincoln & Guba,
1985). All observations and interviews were conduct-
ed in Waslala during the fall semester 2012. In
October, I travelled to Waslala for five weeks to con-
duct interviews with community organization repre-
sentatives (40-90 minutes each) and residents (10-30
minutes with the exception of one interview that last-
ed for 60 minutes). During that time, I also acted as
a translator and engaged in participant observation
and informal interviews during the Villanova CoE
trip to Waslala. 

Interviews were semi-structured with open-ended
questions focusing on goals, outcomes for the com-
munity and university, student and community learn-
ing, motivations for involvement, characteristics of a
desirable partnership, challenges, recommendations,
and suggested questions for other stakeholder groups.
To conduct interviews, I traveled to the rural villages
and met with community residents in their homes,
which could involve a ten-hour day of truck/horse
rides and hiking to complete one community resident
interview. For purposes of triangulation, I also asked
a local community organizer, who had worked in the
community for over 20 years, to conduct two addi-
tional interviews without me present. 

Data Sources

The data consisted of field notes from all observa-
tions, transcripts of the interviews, and transcripts
from the participatory analysis process. I analyzed
the data by major themes and coded using Atlas.ti
(Charmaz, 2004). Codes included program factors,
outcomes, learning, motivation, knowledge, power,
international development, interaction, and partner-
ship characteristics. After initial analysis, I created
documents that included main topics, themes within
each, and evidence that supported each finding. 

Data Analysis

I co-analyzed findings during individual meetings
with a representative from each of five community
organizations that lasted between 25 and 73 minutes
each. Not only did participants correct minor details
related to language and culture, but multiple partici-
pants pushed back on how I interpreted certain
quotes or themes in my initial analysis. This partici-
patory analysis process added a great deal of nuance,
depth, and trustworthiness to the findings.
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Results

Findings from this study call for a more nuanced
understanding of what constitutes outcomes as well as
draw attention to the importance of a focus on parity
of participation in order to achieve community-per-
ceived positive outcomes. In this section I compare
the differential perception in outcomes by university
and community participants, report on an issue
described by the community residents as negative to
demonstrate the importance of having representatives
of all community parties – residents as well as com-
munity organization staff – weigh in on how out-
comes are viewed, and discuss the value of not only
gathering community resident as well as organization
representative data/feedback, but also the significance
of involving the community in the data analysis. 

Overlapping Perceptions of Tangible Outcomes

Data from university and community participants
illuminate overlapping and differential perceptions of
outcomes. In interviews, university participants
reported intended project outcomes related to
improved access to clean water, electricity, and health-
care. University faculty and students described these
intended project outcomes: “they get some electrici-
ty…they get clean water…and then with our low cost
suction device they find a cheap way to help out their
infants” and “they can call a health care professional
when they don’t know what to do.” Their understand-
ings, common in international development and GSL,
represent a politics of redistribution in which the uni-
versity directs resources aimed to ensure that, in this
case, Waslalans have their “basic needs met.” 

Community organization representatives and com-
munity residents confirmed the intended project out-
comes described by the university participants. As an
example related to healthcare, prior to the Telehealth
project, initiated in 2010 that utilizes mobile phones
in rural villages to enable real-time communication
with healthcare professionals, village health leaders
and residents had to send someone on foot to town to
communicate about a health emergency. One com-
munity organization representative described
improved access to healthcare as a result of the
Telehealth project:

Coverage for the whole population is improving
because someone calls and [we] are able to tell
them what to do or if it is something that they
cannot manage and then refer them to health
care services. Or, with pregnant women, which
is our biggest danger or our biggest concern, we
immediately leave in the ambulance to see her. I
think that the results are really significant. 

Another community organization representative

shared a specific healthcare example related to water
quality testing:

A group of Villanova University students, along
with the guidance of the professor, were instru-
mental in establishing a water quality testing
regime on the ground. That was something we
didn't have before, and the work students put in to
researching different testing methods and then
coming and visiting Waslala last October to begin
to implement those methods and work with peo-
ple here to take samples and to perform the tests
has been an important gain over the last year.

In addition to improving access to clean drinking
water and healthcare services, the community partic-
ipants reported multiple instances of “saved lives” as
a result of the projects. During my interviews, com-
munity residents and community organization repre-
sentatives recounted numerous stories about using
mobile phones to contact the hospital and/or ambu-
lance when women were having childbirth complica-
tions. One community organization representative
described instances of saved lives:

There was a woman having complications in
childbirth and she was dying. The ambulance
arrived and transported her… and everything
ended well. The health leaders call us when they
have a problem and according to their reports
there have been six pregnant women transported
by ambulance from the [villages].

Additional Community Perceived Outcomes

While community participants described the same
tangible outcomes as the university participants, they
also described additional outcomes: confianza, sense
of community pride, and consciencia. 

Confianza6 (Trust/Confidence). Community resi-
dents in all three villages mentioned confianza,
directly translated as trust/confidence, in their inter-
views. The community participants’ perspectives
showed a belief that university faculty and students’
presence and participation ensured that resources go
where they are intended and that the partnership will
be sustained: “having this human contact creates con-
fianza.” One resident’s comment highlighted the
community’s ideas about the importance of student
presence to ensure resources go to the community:

This is the one project in which people come and
it is better…when people come with the funds, it
ensures that the funds go directly to the project
and the community and don’t end up lost some-
where in the municipal government which hap-
pens a lot.

Community organization representatives also dis-
cussed the importance of confianza during the initial

Community Perspectives of an Engineering Partnership
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interviews and during the participatory analysis
process. Referring to past experiences when interna-
tional development organizations had terminated
work in Waslala and disappeared overnight, one
community organization representative discussed
how the student trips provide assurance that this part-
nership will continue. The representative stated:

For me if [the students] stop coming…I’d think
that they are starting to pull the project out, slow-
ly disconnecting, without creating much noise,
and then, by the time we realize, it would be
ended. Because I’ve had that experience before.

Sense of Pride. Community residents in all three
villages as well as organization representatives from
all four organizations described a sense of pride in the
villages as a result of the student visits. Because vis-
iting rural villages requires strenuous, lengthy travel,
this may be the only international group that visits a
rural village in an entire year. So the implicit message
to the community is that if an international group
comes to their village there must be something special
about their village. One community organization rep-
resentative identified the sense of pride this way: 

I think it also gives people pride in what they do.
You know, the people come there because they're
working well, because they're organized,
because they organize the community water sys-
tem because they're working in health, because
they're working in education and to see how for-
eigners appreciate what they have…I think that's
a big deal for the remote [villages].

Another community organization representative
commented, “we know the economic investment that
you all make, but the people ask, ‘and when are they
coming to visit?’” Concluding the comment, this rep-
resentative drew attention back to the community’s
sense of pride by saying, “the community feels
important because they are taken into account.” 

Interestingly, the community members indicated
that the university participants may actually contribute
more and even interact more with the community than
some Nicaraguans. They repeatedly indicated that in
Nicaragua, “when someone studies and receives their
credentials,” there is “a gap.” They no longer “want to
visit the [rural villages]” and they “look at [community
residents] with contempt.” According to the communi-
ty organization representatives, the manner in which
the university faculty and students interact with the vil-
lagers – “they arrive to help, to hug, to talk together” –
is really important to the villagers. The community
organization representatives highlighted the fact that
the university participants interacted with the commu-
nity participants “as equals.” 

Consciencia (Awareness)7. As a result of limited
infrastructure (no paved roads to access Waslala and

very limited internet or cell phone service until
recently), Waslala could easily remain very isolated.
Community organization representatives credit inter-
national partnerships, including the one with
Villanova University, as “putting Waslala on the
map.” Referring to horrific historical events that
could happen to communities because of isolation
(such as Chiapas, Mexico and Guatemala), one com-
munity organization representative’s comment high-
lighted just how important outside awareness of an
isolated community can be: “the fact that the world
knows Waslala, makes us stronger.”

An event reflecting consciencia happened in 2011
as a result of the bishop in Nicaragua making the deci-
sion to close the Agricultural Institute in Waslala,
effectively eliminating one of the only opportunities
for village farmers to pursue secondary education.
The bishop made this decision despite signed agree-
ments between the Catholic Church and the commu-
nity organizations in Waslala. When he made the
decision, Waslala erupted in protests. An excerpt of a
letter that was sent to CoE students and faculty who
had previously visited Waslala reflects community
participants’ belief that the partnership had created a
strength in the community such that, with the univer-
sity’s support, the community could advocate for rein-
stating the Agricultural Institute. The letter stated:

We want to make clear that the world is watching
the actions the Church is taking, against the
future of Waslala, against life, and against jus-
tice….if people within the Church (maybe from
Villanova University) can write, I think that will
be extra powerful.

Representatives from Villanova did write to the bish-
op supporting the community’s stand. A community
organization representative described how the part-
nership resulted in the reversal of the decision to
close the Agricultural Institute:

Look at the case of the Institute, why is the
Institute open? Because of the people that had
gotten to know Waslala and had experience with
the parish and the Institute. In the moment of
need, these people had the willingness to send a
letter…to create pressure. This was fundamental. 

Nuanced Perception of the Community 
as Laboratory 

While the community participants’ overall sense
was that the projects and partnership were positive,
community residents and organization representatives
also related stories that depicted using the community
as a laboratory. One story repeated often had to do
with four solar panels that the university participants
had installed in one of the villages during a previous
trip. When the student group returned the next year,
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they went back to see the solar panels. One represen-
tative described how during this subsequent village
visit, the students ended up breaking parts of the exist-
ing project that the university had installed. The rep-
resentative stated, “when [they] arrived, one did not
work and three did work and when [they] left three did
not work and only one worked. And now, none work,
so what happened? Something happened.” 

In telling me stories such as this one, community
participants were suggesting that they saw the stu-
dents perceiving the community as a laboratory. This
view was reinforced by the comments of a communi-
ty organization representative: 

The students have a lot of great ideas and I feel
like a lot of times they are tried out sooner than
they should be, and without the proper guidance.
In talking about the solar panel that was in place
that went all wrong, a lot of things, the suction
instrument that they’re already using in the hos-
pital without having gone through any kind of
proper testing phase. Stuff like that. I feel like
here it’s easy to get away with a lot of things that
you couldn’t get away with back home, and a lot
of corners are cut a lot of times, that wouldn’t be
cut back home…. I feel like those are things that
are better dealt with if there’s guidance in the
broader sense, not just technical guidance. 

However, in the process of involving community
organization representatives in the data analysis,
some of them pushed back on this outcome being
categorized as negative. Although they all acknowl-
edged the negative potential of using the community
as a laboratory, they also focused attention on the
importance of how the project is initiated, planned,
and implemented. One community organization rep-
resentative had this to say: 

I don’t think it is solely negative… In the case of
trying something, well, the fact is that all of his-
tory is made up of tests…What I think is nega-
tive is when it has more to do with a person’s
health…but if you want to test a system, for
example, of combining ten solar panels to light
up a community, this is a great experiment,
because [in the U.S.] why would you do this? …
What are they going to light up? If all the houses
already have electricity…you have to put it in
practice, but put it in practice in a town that does
not have electricity. 

Another community organization representative
also described ways that perceiving the community
as a laboratory can be understood as a positive or a
negative. 

I think a lot of it has to do with clarifying the
objectives right at the beginning, right? So, if the
objective is to do a pilot project, create a labora-

tory, then say, “we are making a laboratory. Are
you interested in participating?” to the local
community. So, it can be viewed as a negative
when the local community is not completely
aware of this. 

Another community organization representative
reinforced the importance of clarifying up front that
a project is an experiment so as to preclude percep-
tions by the community as being used as a laboratory. 

Thinking about the solar backpack or the back-
pack with a solar panel incorporated behind. So,
when [the professor] proposed it, the first time, I
listened and then afterwards I came back and
talked about it here with everyone and we said,
‘It is going to be really difficult to get the leaders
to take care of this little solar panel. Now, if you
put it in the backpack, the backpack gets wet, it
is under the sun and water.’ So, we told him, I
said, ‘Look, this idea of the backpack. I think it
is going to be really difficult for this reason.’
And, he answered, ‘okay, the truth is that this is
just an idea and we can do a little experiment and
see how it goes, okay?’ So, that is okay, right?
So, we now know, so…when we know it is an
experiment, it doesn’t matter if we think it will
work or not, we are all going to experiment and
from there we will come to a conclusion whether
it works or not and why.

Discussion

Consistent with Fraser’s (2009) all-subjected prin-
ciple, this study’s method aimed to include the voices
and perspectives of the community to better under-
stand this GSL partnership. Fraser’s theory of social
justice, based on parity of participation in social
interactions, also provided a framework to better
understand the community participants’ perspectives
about the outcomes of the projects and the GSL part-
nership. The findings demonstrate how Fraser’s
framework can inform how GSL partnerships can
create arrangements that facilitate participation and
social justice.

The community participants’ perspectives high-
light the importance of redistribution (a) in tandem
with recognition and representation and (b) as a path-
way toward participation in order to avoid negative
outcomes. Efforts to address redistribution alone
without also considering recognition and representa-
tion as well as fostering participation falls short of
engagement for social justice.

Beyond Redistribution

Nieusma and Riley (2010) argue that engineering-
for-development projects often focus too heavily on
technology, which can lead to a narrow definition of
outcomes. In the project under investigation in this
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study, the tangible project outcomes focused on
improving access to clean water, electricity, and
healthcare. These were described as positive by both
the university and community participants and cap-
ture what Fraser refers to as redistribution. However,
the community participants described additional pos-
itive outcomes for Waslala that highlight the added
importance of recognition and representation. The
findings in this study align with those of Nieusma and
Riley – the community participants described out-
comes much more broadly than the university partic-
ipants – in this case the community participants also
described confianza, a sense of community pride, and
consciencia as positive community outcomes. 

Comments about confianza highlight the specific
post-civil war context in Nicaragua and the troubled
history of international development projects there, the
latter marked by uncertainty and volatility (Desai &
Kharas, 2010). In this GSL partnership, the communi-
ty perspectives demonstrated a reaction to past experi-
ences where they were not able to participate as peers
in international development efforts. Their comments
show that redistribution, i.e., bringing resources, alone
is not sufficient to contribute to social justice. Their
comments favorably compare the student trips that
enable interaction and participation against their past
experiences with international aid and development
projects that focused only on redistribution. 

The community participants’ perspectives about
confianza in the projects and partnership illuminate
the potential negative results when there is a strict
focus on redistribution as an end unto itself instead of
redistribution as a means to enable parity of partici-
pation. Without the focus on participation as equals,
past international development projects actually
eroded confianza. As documented in development
literature, face-to-face interactions are vitally impor-
tant to building trust (Bergdall, 2003; Mawdsley,
Townsend, & Porter, 2005), and here the student and
faculty trips involved face-to-face interactions, there-
by mitigating the community’s negative perspective
of past international development experiences where
the sole attention was on redistribution. 

The community participants also described how
the university visits created a sense of pride, reflect-
ing Fraser’s principle of recognition. Making the long
trek to isolated rural villages reflected the university
participants’ valuing of the community residents’
work and knowledge, and this facilitated a feeling of
social interaction “as equals.” This GSL partnership
redressed misrecognition present even amongst fel-
low Nicaraguans and instead enabled residents to be
involved in community efforts. 

When the community participants described con-
sciencia, they implicitly credited the GSL partner-
ship with facilitating representation and parity of par-

ticipation. They felt they were important, that they
mattered, when they could turn to the CoE faculty
and students to advocate for their community
Agricultural Institute. This idea is echoed in Risse
and Skikkink’s (1999) description of the power of
international networks to create domestic change by
building outside pressure to complement local advo-
cacy. GSL partnerships represent structures that cre-
ate transnational networks and, in this case, commu-
nity participants’ perspectives highlight university
participants’ role in responding and taking action to
advocate for the Waslala community. Here the GSL
partnership served as an arrangement promoting jus-
tice through representation and participation that
would otherwise not have been possible.

The discussion about community as laboratory
highlighted the risks inherent in the traditional inter-
national development model’s singular focus on
redistribution. When university participants drive
decision-making about what is needed absent repre-
sentation of individuals in the community, they run
the risk of treating the community as a laboratory.
Although examples such as the installation of solar
panels in rural villages with no access to electricity
and innovative medical devices could easily appear to
represent a positive redistribution, they also represent
a risk. This, too, highlighted the inherent risks of a
politics of redistribution without concurrent consid-
eration of recognition and representation. 

In SL/GSL research, examples of the community
as laboratory often align with a politics of redistribu-
tion by sending resources to the community.
However, a process involving community organiza-
tion representatives in a participatory process of data
analysis highlighted the risk of viewing redistribution
as the goal instead of as a platform to encourage
community participation and enable Fraser’s recogni-
tion and representation principles. Focus on recogni-
tion and representation alongside efforts at redistrib-
ution can actually mitigate the negative perception
held by community participants. 

GSL Partnerships as an Arrangement 
to Pursue Social Justice

Data from the community demonstrated how this
GSL partnership represented a structure that utilizes
Fraser’s three principles – redistribution, recognition,
and representation – to foster participation in social
interaction for all stakeholders and therefore estab-
lished the conditions to contribute to social justice. In
contrast to many international aid and development
projects that are focused on redistribution alone, in
this partnership recognition and representation
enabled villagers’ confianza, sense of pride, and con-
sciencia. When university participants recognized the
knowledge and work of village residents enough to
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make the long journey to visit the villages, the GSL
partnership created opportunities for the university
and community participants to “interact as equals.”
When the GSL partnership facilitated representation,
where the community participants were able to have
a voice in deliberations and reach audiences beyond
Waslala in order to advocate for themselves, the deci-
sion to close the Agricultural Institute in Waslala was
reversed, a clear indice of social justice at work. 

Implications for Practice and Theory

The findings suggest that those involved in GSL
partnerships need to intentionally involve the com-
munity in as many ways as possible with a project –
from conception to implementation to evaluation.
Additionally, it is important to ask the community
partners – both organization representatives and res-
idents – about their desired outcomes beyond the pro-
ject and then acknowledge these additional outcomes
as priorities that are reflected in program implemen-
tation and assessment. Further, involving the com-
munity in evaluating the project and the partnership
is imperative for comprehensive understanding of the
tangible and intangible outcomes. 

Fraser’s framework serves as a useful guide for
stakeholders to consider redistribution, recognition,
and representation as a guide to facilitate participa-
tion of all stakeholders and encourage partnerships
that contribute to social justice. From the community
participants’ perspectives, efforts to address redistri-
bution alone without concurrent consideration of
recognition and representation falls short of social
justice goals. The framework also enables the identi-
fication of missing or weak areas in a partnership.
For example, is redistribution occurring without
intentionally utilizing it as a method to encourage
participation, and is there concurrent attention to
recognition and representation alongside redistribu-
tion? The all-subjected principle also serves as a
guide to plan research on GSL that intentionally
incorporates many voices and perspectives in all
phases of the research process. 

Limitations

This case study explored one specific partnership
between Villanova’s CoE and the “community” of
Waslala, Nicaragua during one slice of time, and so
the reader is cautioned regarding generalizability. My
positionality as a project administrator may have
influenced my reading of the data, though this may
have been controlled for to some extent by the
involvement of the community in the data analysis.
While trust and relationships developed over time
with participants served as a strength, my tacit
knowledge and past experiences also may have creat-

ed researcher bias. Finally, while I intentionally used
participatory methods to ensure multiple interpreta-
tions were possible, the partial sample of the commu-
nity must be acknowledged; other community resi-
dents may have had other perceptions about the out-
comes from this project and partnership, and com-
munity residents may have arrived at different per-
spective than the community organization represen-
tatives in the data analysis process. In the future we
intend to enable additional voices previously absent
to join the conversation, challenge assumptions, and
enrich the effort to improve this ongoing partnership. 

Conclusion

There is increasing acknowledgement of the impor-
tance of direct participation in both SL/GSL and inter-
national development. However, there is ambiguity
and increasing critique about how to interpret partici-
pation in engineering-for-development (Nieusma &
Riley, 2010) and in international development (Cooke
& Kothari, 2001). Consequently, there is need to
explore specific characteristics and approaches to
GSL partnerships that encourage genuine participa-
tion and that can lead to social justice outcomes. For
the purpose of this paper, I focused on the community
participants’ perspectives on outcomes and the utility
of Fraser’s framework to understand GSL partner-
ships. In future efforts I plan to investigate the specific
program factors, techniques, and approaches that fos-
tered success in this GSL partnership.

Notes

1   There is substantial variation in the terms used to
describe this work such as “engineering-for-development,
community development engineering, humanitarian engi-
neering, and appropriate technology” (Nieusma & Riley,
2010, p. 29) and the ways in which engineering students
are involved such as course based service-learning, co-cur-
ricular service experiences, and extracurricular service
experiences (Carberry et al., 2013).

2   https://engineering.purdue.edu/EPICS
3   http://www.ewb-usa.org/
4   http://www.eswusa.org/
5   http://www.ewh.org/
6   Since the original data from the community was in

Spanish, I have left the terms used to describe findings
related to confianza and consciencia in the original lan-
guage of the community participants. Writing specifically
about engineering-for-development work, Nieusma &
Riley (2010) warn that “when language is viewed merely as
a logistical concern rather than a critical site of power rela-
tions, the consequences for process, project, and social jus-
tice are likely considerable (p. 53).” The idea that “transla-
tion is always an approximation” (Cortazar & Wohlfeiler,
1981, p. 12) is particularly salient with the word confianza.
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Although confianza can be directly translated as trust, its
full meaning also incorporates ideas related to confidence;
understandings between partners; relations between people
and institutions; expectations about future behavior; and
exchange of favors, goods, service, and information
(Aguilar, 1984; Laso, 2010). 

7   Consciencia is directly translated as awareness, but
the participants’ descriptions refer to meanings related to
connection, integration, and inclusion as well. They
describe this outcome as the opposite of being isolated.
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